
SYNETICS is still leading to prepare the future!

35 polled bulls >200 ISU

SYNETICS new spotlighted bulls

 With 231 ISU, Tamack P is the new sensation of this proof ruin, on the
top ranking of bulls available in sexed semen.

 At the absolute top of the German ranking with 171 RZG, Real Syn also
arrives in France in the top 20 of French ranking with 223 ISU and best
son of Rover Pk available in sexed semen.

 Tarok P, a Ragnarok P son, will produce perfect daughters thanks to his
ultra-complete line-up in all positions. He is part of our wide range of new
POLLED sires.

 Troscoff, the French leader in udder health, ranked in the top 10 for ISU
and with a profile particularly well suited for grazing.

 Topgun is a very promising newcomer in terms of production and feet
and legs.

 In the top Type we find Topliz P, the best Rairiz son available.

 Saplomb & Sherlock join the FERTIMAX range, our unique and exclusive
solution for boosting the fertility of your females of +8 pts NRR!

80% of Top 20 ISU

SYNETICS leader of French selection

 Tamack P ISU 231 remains the available leader in ISU and polled.

 SYNETICS provides 16 out of 20 of the best ISU bulls.

 The Polled range continues to grow with an increase of 25% in the 
number of bulls over 200 ISU pts: Trisco P, Trustic P, Tarok P, Topliz P,…

 23 bulls over 170 ISU and CD 95 are SYNETICS

Our world class sires show the international strength of our breeding program

 80% of World Top 20 ISU are owned by SYNETICS.

 German leaders available in France, including No.1 RZG: 
Real Syn and Follow-Me ISU 223, Aeronaut ISU 211, Gerry #4 ISU 189 proven bulls.

Truby P (dam of Tamack P)

Reine (dam of Tarok P)



SYNETICS top daughter proven sires

 23 bulls over 170 ISU and CD 95 are SYNETICS.

 With over 700 daughters each, Nuaces, Oued & Oublon show
impressive qualities to rediscover.

 Poulidor & Platon integrate their 1st daughters, showing a remarkable
stability of their profile since their 1st indexation.

 Gerry ranked 4th in the world.

 Darlingo continues to dominate the Type ranking, accompanied in the
top 10 by Nilway, Luchini and Solito Red.

 SYNETICS bulls show every days their performances in farms !

This was only a small extract from the interesting portfolio of SYNETICS. Shortly we will present you our current bull
offer in more details.

SYNETICS – The perfect fit 

Daugther of Gerry


